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Abstract

Carbon nanotubes consist in graphene sheets rolled into seamless hollow cylinders with diameters ranging from 1 nm

to about 50 nm. They have been produced as both single walled and multiwalled nanotubes. The diameter of the

MWNTs typically ranges from 10 to 50 nm, while the length exceeds 10 lm. For SWNTs, the diameter is only 1 nm

and the length is up to 100 lm. Nanotubes exhibit unique physical and chemical properties as being a quasi-one dimen-

sional material.

The main involvements of the INFN-LNF group in channeling researches are described, i.e. channeling of high

energy beams in nanotubes (with the synthesis and characterization of the ordered nanotube samples), crystal extrac-

tion and collimation at IHEP (with the design and production of the bent crystals), crystal undulator R&D (with the

characterization of the crystal undulator prototypes with SEM and the positron beam). We consider a precise determi-

nation of the optimal experimental conditions for channeling of accelerated particles (protons, positrons, photons, neu-

trons) through micro and nanostructured crystals and films of aligned nanotubes, as promising candidates for

producing highly focused beams.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes are composed of graphene
sheets rolled into seamless hollow cylinders with

diameters ranging from 1 nm to about 50 nm. Sev-

eral methods have been used to produce single

walled as well as multiwalled nanotubes. The
ed.
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diameter of the MWNTs typically ranges from 10

to 50 nm, while the length exceeds 10 lm. For

SWNTs, the diameter is only 1 nm and the length

is up to 100 lm. In 1991, MWNTs were discovered

in a carbonaceous stalagmite-like deposit by Iijima
[1], which was left on an electrode after the recov-

ery of fullerene soot produced by a carbon arc.

SWNTs were discovered in 1993 during the course

of synthesizing carbon nanocapsules filled with

magnetic fine metal particles (Fe, Co, Ni) [2,3].

Since, then, a lot of research has been carried out

on this novel carbon nanomaterial with much suc-

cess. Nanotubes exhibit unique physical and chem-
ical properties as being a quasi-one dimensional

material. These nanotubes especially for SWNTs

are either metallic or semimetallic, depending on

the geometry of a graphene sheet rolled up into a

tube (diameter and chiral angle) [4–6]. Nanotubes

present one-dimensional confinement effects and

behave as coherent quantum wires [7–10].

Mechanically nanotubes have high perfection in
their structures and have the highest modulus of

all known materials [11]. Due to these extreme

properties, nanotubes are under investigation

towards several applications, including electron

field emitters [12], probes of scanning-type micro-

scopes [13], hydrogen storage materials [14],

electrode materials of secondary batteries and

capacitors [15]. Among these proposed applica-
tions, field emission electron sources would be

industrially the most promising and are nearly

within reach of practical use.

Field emission involves the extraction of elec-

trons from a solid by tunneling through the surface

potential barrier. The emitted current depends

directly on the local electric field at the emitting

surface and on its work function. Field emission
is important in several areas of industry, including

lighting and displays. The relatively low voltages

needed for field emission in nanotubes could be

an advantage in many applications. The small

diameter of carbon nanotubes is very favorable

for field emission, the process by which a device

emits electrons when an electric field or voltage is

applied to it. The field has to be very high. When
a high electric field is applied on a solid surface

with a negative electrical potential, electrons from

the solid are emitted into vacuum by the quantum
mechanical tunneling effect. Such an extremely

high field can be obtained on a sharp tip of very

thin needle, because electric fields concentrate at

the sharp points. The carbon nanotubes possess

high aspect ratio, a sharp tip, high chemical stabil-
ity and high mechanical strength, which make

them good candidates for field emitters. In 1995,

field emission from an isolated single MWNT

was first reported by Rinzler et al. [16], and field

emission from a MWNT film was reported by

De Heer et al. [17]. Subsequently many studies

on field emission from MWNTs [18–20] and

SWNTs [21,22] were reported.
Significant progress in carbon-based electronics

may come from employing irradiation, together

with high-temperature annealing, in order to join

CNTs together. In the future, doping CNTs with

impurities introduced by ion irradiation could

allow to control electronic properties of CNTs.

Another important use of irradiation with ener-

getic particles is given by their role in producing
defects aimed at enhancing the chemical reactivity

of CNTs, in order to engineer their properties.

Among the possible application of CNTs, the

channeling of particle beams has been suggested

in [23]. In principle, both straight and bent CNTs

can effectively be used for high-energy (>1 GeV)

proton channeling, provided the technological

challenge of achieving an almost perfect alignment
of CNTs with respect to the beam direction could

be tackled effectively in the synthesis of samples.
2. Past experimental research activity

The carbon nanotubes are synthesized by the

DC arc plasma, struck between two graphite rods.
This type of synthesis yields high quantity of

CNTs. We are also making progress in setting up

a thermal CVD system of CNT synthesis. This set-

up is greatly useful in synthesizing CNTs on a pat-

terned surface (substrate). We have been successful

in synthesizing both SW and MW CNTs under

varying synthesis conditions. The synthesis param-

eters like plasma current, thermal gradients, etc.
were varied for different experiments and the

resulting samples studied with electron microscopy

to determine the optimal conditions for CNT
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synthesis. Also the samples from various parts of

the synthesis chamber plus the cathode deposit

were analyzed to establish the zone of maximum

yield of nanotubes (in relation to the nanoparticles

and so on).
The characterization of the samples was done

with various electron microscopies for morphol-

ogy determination as well as to study its electrical

and field emitting properties. The main techniques

employed for this study were:

(i) scanning electron microscopy (in house);

(ii) transmission electron microscopy;
(iii) Raman Spectroscopy;

(iv) field emission microscopy (in house);

(v) atomic force microscopy;

(vi) scanning tunneling microscopy.

Also some preliminary tests were done to study

the electrical properties of individual nanotubes of

other materials.

(i) The morphological analysis of our samples

by SEM, TEM, STM and AFM indicate

clearly the ratio and dimensions of the CNTs

synthesized with our setup. In particular,

SEM images of the CNT show that the ratio

of nanotubes is very high (to an extent of

more than 70%). The single walled nano-
tube were found to be having an average

diameter of 1.3 nm and a length of a few

microns. These single walled NT are also

seen to exist in bundles of 20–40 nm. On

the other hand, the multiwalled nanotubes

have a wide range of diameter (from 20 to

60 nm), probably also existing in bundles of

fibres.
(ii) The synthesized nanotubes were also studied

under AFM. This was carried out to recon-

firm the morphology of the nanotubes as well

as to study the nanotube–substrate interac-

tions. Three sets of nanotubes from the same

sample were deposited on three different sub-

strates, mainly HOPG (highly oriented pyro-

lytic graphite), silicon and mica and their
atomic force spectroscopy studied. Substan-

tial qualitative differences in the horizontal

and vertical directions of the dimension were
observed for nanotubes placed on different

substrates. These differences clearly indicated

the strong/weak interaction between the

nanotube walls and the substrate�s surface

depending primarily on the substrate itself.
Quantification of these results are in pro-

gress. This study will help in choosing appro-

priate substrates for specific applications.

Preliminary results show that the adhesion

of CNTs to HOPG is greatest – of the order

of 6 times – as compared to its adhesion on

mica or silicon. The lateral compression of

the nanotube at HOPG indicates a strong
interaction and hence a strong adhesion to

the substrate. The lateral elongation of the

nanotube on mica and silicon show a weak

interaction with the substrate (consequently

a strong interaction with the tip) and there-

fore a low adhesion coefficient.

(iii) The field emission properties of the samples

were recorded (see next section below). Cur-
rent stability experiments are also in progress

to establish the reliability and durability (in

terms of constant electron emission) of the

CNTs.

Our experimental activity can be summarized as

follows [24–31]:

• Manufacture of aligned and patterned carbon

single walled nanotubes (SWNT) (ropes and

isolated) and multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT)

by arc discharge and thermal chemical vapour

deposition (CVD).

• Purification and functionalization (for en-

hanced and selective purification) of the sam-

ples by chemical and physical treatments,
including thermal oxidation and ultrasound

sonication (collaboration with Burnham Insti-

tute, Univ. Perugia, CSM).

• Characterization of the samples by electron

microscopies, i.e. SEM (CNR-IFN), STM

(Univ. Roma Tor Vergata), AFM (IMM-CSIC,

Univ. Roma Tre), TEM (Univ. Modena and

Univ. Pune) and characterization of alignment
of nanotube films by channeling of accelerated

particle beams (IHEP-Protvino for protons

and positrons, ILL-Grenoble for neutrons).
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• Use of C nanotube films for the study of field

emission properties and determination of their

efficiency for the realization of vacuum gauges

and electron emitters (collaboration with

VARIAN).
• Analysis of the effect of nanotube alignment

and patterning on the emission efficiency of

the sample.

• Study of the emitted current in terms of spatial

mapping.

• Study of the application for the manufacture of

KV X-ray sources and gas discharge tubes

based on C nanotubes (collaboration with
HITESYS).

• Use of ordered C nanotube films for applica-

tions of the channeling mechanism to steering

of accelerated particle beams.

• Manufacture of crystalline undulators (CU)

based on micromachining of Si strips.

• Optimization of CU for the production of pho-

tons in the range 10–1000 keV.
• Realization of channeling structures inside

graphite samples, by making use of a novel

technique of nanofabrication using electron

beams in collaboration with Hitesys R&D e

Ambiente (Aprilia).

• Optimization of the channeling properties of

the produced samples, in order to achieve align-

ment of the tubes at the level of a few mrad, i.e.
ideal for accelerated particle beam steering,

according to the Monte Carlo simulations.

• Determination of the configuration of the feasi-

ble CU to be used in concrete experiments the

Frascati Beam Test facility (BTF) and the

scheme of the experiment, based on simulation

results.

• Synthesis and characterization of patterned
films of aligned C nanotubes, comparing results

obtained by different deposition methods.

• Study of the interaction of nanotubes with the

AFM tip and different types of substrates.

• Optimization of the field emission properties

of the arc-discharge and CVD produced nano-

tube thin-film samples, in order to achieve an

efficient emission with high density of the emit-
ted current, in collaboration with VARIAN

(Torino) for applications to new kinds of sensor

devices, e.g. pressure sensors.
• The study of new geometries in the cathode and

the influence of the nanotube alignment will be

pursued, in order to get maximal values of the

emitted current.

• Also, for a large enough distance of the collec-
tor from the emitter (i.e. 5 cm for nanotubes

having a diameter of about 30 nm) it will be

possible to observe and study the kinetics of

nanotubes at the very moment when the voltage

is applied to the sample.

• Study of the anisotropy of the emitted current

between the tube edges and their surfaces.
3. Relevant results achieved

We synthesized good quality samples of aligned

ropes of SWNT, with the average tube diameter of

1.3 nm and a bundle diameter of 20–40 nm, as well
as MWNT with diameter of 20–60 nm; we ob-

tained a high yield in terms of C nanotube density

in the sample (above 70%).

The electron microscopy characterization for a

typical sample we produced by arc discharge is

seen in Fig. 1 (collaboration CNR-IFN). The

result of another deposition by arc discharge,

obtained using a different experimental setup, is
shown in Fig. 2. It looks very promising for a

higher yield in nanotubes and a higher purity of

the sample. The SEM characterization is however

not sufficient to establish the very nature of such

nanostructures, i.e. it is impossible to say only on

the basis of SEM observations whether the tubular

structures are empty or full, hence distinguishing C

nanotubes from nanofibres. Thus, we proceed to a
TEM analysis of the samples, with the result dis-

played in Fig. 3 (collaboration Univ. Pune) where

a bundle of about 10 lm long SWNT without clo-

sures at their ends is shown on a scale of 1 lm. In

Fig. 4 (left) we display a TEM image of a MWNT

we manufactured, where the coaxial cylinders and

the central channel in the tube are clearly seen.

This image has been taken on a scale of 5 nm at
the Univ. of Modena and shows clearly a structure

closing one end of the nanotube. In this case one

can estimate the diameter of such structure to be

approximately 20 nm. Another TEM image of

our samples is reported in Fig. 4 (right).



Fig. 2. SEM images of a nanotube carpet synthesized at INFN-LNF with a different arc-discharge setup, showing a very high ratio of

nanotubes.

Fig. 1. SEM images of a cathodic deposit obtained at LNF by arc discharge.

Fig. 3. TEM images of a carbon nanotube bundle obtained by

arc discharge at INFN-LNF, shown on scales of 1 lm.
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Using Raman spectroscopy (coll. CNR-ISMN

Bologna) we investigated two different samples

of carbon nanotubes produced by arc-discharge

method: 31103 on screw (as reported in Fig. 4,

right) and CD100A (similar to Fig. 4, left). Let
us recall that radial breathing modes (RBM), D
and G lines are the most important lines in Raman

spectra [32].

• The RBM Raman features (appearing between
120 cm�1 < xRBM < 250 cm�1 for SWNTs

within 1 nm < dt < 2 nm) correspond to the

atomic vibration of the C atoms in the radial

direction, as if the tube was breathing. In Fig.

5 we plot the Raman spectra of the samples

31103 on screw and CD100A. Only the sample

CD100A shows the presence of SWNT due to

the energy peak position at about 200 cm�1.
• The Raman-allowed tangential mode in graph-

ite is observed at 1582 cm�1, and is called the

G mode (from graphite). The lineshape of the

so-called G-feature is broadened for metallic

SWNTs in comparison with the Lorentzian

lineshape for semiconducting tubes, thus indi-

cating the presence of free electrons in nano-

tubes with metallic character [33]. In Fig. 6
(left) the G line is divided in two peaks due

the two different tangential atomic displace-

ments of the tubes in the sample of Fig. 4 (left).



Fig. 4. TEM images of a MWNT obtained by the INFN-LNF group, shown on scales of 5 nm, 50 nm, respectively.

Fig. 5. Raman spectra of the samples 31103 on screw of Fig. 4 (right) and CD100A of Fig. 4 (left).
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The broadening of the G line of the sample in

Fig. 6 (right) shows the presence of metallic car-

bon nanotubes in the sample of Fig. 4 (right).

• It is possible to correlate the presence of the D-

band with different defect types (such as hetero-

atoms, vacancies, heptagon–pentagon pairs,

kinks or even the presence of impurities, etc.).

The observation of large D-band peaks com-
pared with the G peak intensity in SWNT

bundles usually indicates the presence of amor-

phous carbon [34]. In both samples (see Fig. 6)

the intensity of the D-band peaks is large show-

ing the presence of amorphous carbon.

TEM images in Fig. 6 of the samples 31103

on screw and CD100A, respectively, indicate the
presence of MWNTs. For Raman scattering,

MWNTs can be said to be an ensemble of carbon

nanotubes with diameters ranging from small to

very large. Because of the large diameter of the

outer tubes for typical MWNTs, most of the char-

acteristic differences that distinguish between the

Raman spectra in carbon nanotubes from that

for graphite are not so evident in MWNTs. The
Raman features associated with the small diameter

inner tubes can sometimes be observed when a

good resonance condition is established [35], but

it is not the usual result. The RBM from large

diameter tubes is usually too weak to be obser-

vable. These properties make it more difficult to

differentiate the Raman signal of MWNTs from

that of graphite.
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of the
carbon nanotubes that were synthesized by arc dis-

charge have been carried out at IMM-CSIC, Ma-

drid. The imaging was carried out to determine

(a) the morphology and dimensions of the CNT

and (b) to evaluate the friction coefficient of the

nanotube with the substrate surface. Contact

mode AFM was used for the imaging under a con-

stant force. The images (see Fig. 7(a)) reconfirmed
the dimensions of our nanotubes to be approxi-

mately 30–60 nm as detected from the SEM

images earlier. The nanotube samples were initially

dispersed in isopropyl alcohol and sonicated for a

few hours. Drops of this were then suspended on

three different substrates, namely HOPG, silicon

wafer and mica sheet (Fig. 7(b)).

The adhesion of nanotubes was found to be
highest for HOPG, as compared to Mica and sili-

con (where the nanotubes got displaced easily by

the AFM tip). Also it was observed that the nano-

tubes got laterally compressed on a HOPG surface

(Fig. 8) (due to Van der Waals interaction of the

nanotubes with the substrate) to a ratio of 0.5.

For mica and silicon there was lateral elongation

of the order of nearly 3 times (Fig. 9), indicating
that the interaction of the tube with tip was far

greater than the interaction of the tube surface

with substrate. The study of these results should

be further continued and is quite interesting from
the point of application-oriented studies of nano-
tubes. From such results we can say e.g. that mica

and silicon can be used for nanomechanics and

HOPG for applications where strong bonding of

nanotubes to substrates is required, as it is the case

for field emitting devices.

In Fig. 10 we show a STM characterization

(coll. Univ. Roma Tor Vergata) of the CNT sam-

ples deposited by arc discharge in our group. The
samples of the nanotubes were initially dispersed

in isopropyl alcohol and sonicated for a few hours.

Drops of this were then suspended on a HOPG

substrate. The results shown in the figures confirm

the morphological properties already described

above, with the presence of SWNT which occur

in bundles of aligned tubes tens of microns long,

with an average tube diameter of 1–2 nm and a
bundle diameter of 20–40 nm.

Good field emission properties of the samples,

with activation fields of 0.4 V/lm and a typical

current emission of order 10 m A/cm2 (for a volt-

age of about 1 V/lm, see Fig. 10(c) Graph 1: I–V

measurements). These results are competitive with

the best results reported by Saito et al. [54]. We

started to study the stability of the emitted current,
which is a very important constraint for the pro-

posed applications. Preliminary results are shown

in Fig. 10 (c) Graph 2. We also repeated the mea-

surements of the emitted current for samples (as



Fig. 7. (a) AFM image of CNT synthesized by arc discharge showing bundles of MWNT. (b) AFM images of CNT on (a) HOPG, (b)

mica and (c) silicon surface.
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seen in Fig. 4) obtained using different conditions.

The data collected look very promising for a high-

er yield in nanotubes and a higher purity of the

sample. The production of micro and nanostruc-
tured films, as promising candidates for producing

X-ray sources and gas discharge tubes, has poten-

tial applications in radiotherapy, biology and

space research. Our activity has a potential impact

on the fields of vacuum technology and sensors,

for biological and aerospace applications, as well
as for electromedical devices based on innovative

materials.
4. Research objectives of our crystal undulator

project

We present next our recent experimental proof

[36] for the feasibility of creation of a crystalline

undulator (CU), review the scientific background



Fig. 8. AFM on HOPG shows a lateral compression (Z < X) of the nanotube (due to strong interaction between the substrate and the

tube surface).
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for CU and propose the world-first experimental

study of photon emission in the field of periodi-
cally deformed crystallographic planes serving as

an undulator.



Fig. 10. (a) STM image of a SWNT on HOPG substrate. (b) STM image showing SWNT bundles crossing. (c) We analyzed the

stability of the sample, collecting the emitted current for 1 h, for a constant value of the applied field 1000 V. In Graph 2 above (right)

we report this measurement, yielding an average value (377 ± 17) lA.
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The activities will be centered about two pro-

posed accelerator experiments, one at LNF

Frascati with 500–800 MeV positrons, and an-

other one at IHEP Protvino with 2–10 GeV

positrons. Within this project, we foresee the
following research directions:

1. Detailed realistic simulations of particle chan-

neling in crystal undulator aiming to optimize

the undulator in general and for the conditions

of the experiments at IHEP with positrons of 2–

10 GeV and at LNF with positrons of 500–

800 MeV. Prediction of the results of the
experiments.

2. Design and manufacture of crystal undulators

with different parameters (period, length, etc.)

for the experiments at IHEP and at LNF.

3. Characterization of the undulators by means of

X-rays and optical microscopy.

4. Channeling tests of the undulators in the beam

of high-energy protons at IHEP.
5. Crystal undulator experiment (photon emis-

sion) at IHEP with positrons of 2–10 GeV.

6. Crystal undulator experiment (photon emis-

sion) at LNF with positrons 500–800 MeV.

7. Proof-of-principle experiment with high-energy

protons and positrons on channeling in nano-

structured material. Simulation of channeling

physics in nanostructured material in order to
verify the model against the experiments and

to make a feasibility study for an undulator

based on nanotube channeling.

The major objective of this research is the

observation of undulator photons emitted with ex-

pected energy in a crystalline undulator, the mea-

surement of the CU spectrum, the demonstration
that the crystalline undulator works for the first

time in the world.

The wavelength k of a photon emitted in an

undulator is in proportion to the undulator period

L and in inverse proportion to the square of the

particle Lorentz factor c. The minimal period L

achieved presently with the electromagnetic undu-

lators is limited to several millimeters, with respec-
tive restriction on the photon energy order of

�hx ¼ 2p�hc2c=L. The crystalline undulators with

periodically deformed crystallographic planes offer
electromagnetic fields in the order of 1000 T and

could provide a quite short period L of an undula-

tor in sub-millimeter range. This way one can

arrange for substantial amplitudes A of oscillation

for the particles channeled through the undulator
and thus increase the intensity of the radiation.

With a strong world-wide attention to novel

sources of radiation, there has been broad theoret-

ical interest to compact crystalline undulators,

with some approaches covering also nanotechnol-

ogy to make use of nanotubes to guide radiating

particles [27,37–43]. Nanotubes with a length

50 lm, may produce a 5 mrad deflection in a par-
allel proton beam of 1 GeV [27]. Hence they may

be applied to beam extraction at accelerators.

Indeed, the beam bending effect in C nanotubes

of 1 nm size is comparable to that of Si crystals.

Three different ideas have been discussed in the

literature how to make a crystalline undulator.

The historically first idea [37] suggested to apply

ultrasonic waves for periodical deformation of
crystal lattice. Another idea [43] proposed to use

the graded composition strained layers in superlat-

tices, in particular, in GexSi1�x superlattices in

which x, the concentration of Ge, varies periodi-

cally. The latest idea [44] discussed in the literature

is to provoke periodical strains in the crystal by

covering its surface by thin narrow periodically

placed strips of GexSi1�x grown on Si substrate.
None of these ideas have been realized so far.

In bent crystal channeling experiments at IHEP

Protvino with 70 GeV protons it was found that

accidental microscratches on a crystal surface

cause a deformation of crystallographic planes to

substantial depths, down to a few hundred mi-

crons [45]. Therefore this effect can be used for cre-

ation of CU by making a periodic series of
microtrenches on the crystal surface.

Recently, our collaboration has presented this

idea and reported world first realization of a crys-

talline undulator [36]. One face of a silicon crystal

was given periodic microscratches (grooves) by

means of a diamond blade. The X-ray tests of the

crystal deformation due to given periodic pattern

of surface scratches have shown that a sinusoidal-
like shape is observed on both the scratched surface

and the opposite (unscratched) face of the crystal,

that is, a periodic sinusoidal-like deformation goes
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through the bulk of the crystal. This opens up the

possibility for experiments with high-energy parti-

cles channeled in crystalline undulator, a novel

compact source of radiation.

For the first experimental proof of the method,
a special diamond blade scratched one face of a sil-

icon plate with a set of parallel grooves. A sample

with dimensions of 50 · 17 · 0.48 mm3 was pre-

pared at the U. Ferrara and IHEP-Protvino in

the Spring 2002 from a commercial silicon wafer.

The large polished faces of the sample were paral-

lel to crystal planes (001), other faces were parallel

to planes (011) and (01�1). On one of the large
Fig. 11. (a) Schematic description of a sample prepared by U. Ferr

microgroove on the crystal surface.
faces, 16 grooves were made with 1 mm period

along the 50 mm edge. The grooves had 100 lm
width and the same depth (see Fig. 11(a) for a

schematic representation of the characteristics of

the sample). In Fig. 11(b) a SEM image of a micro-
groove scratching the crystal surface is seen.

For another of our samples SEM images (see

Fig. 12, coll. IFN-CNR) show 50 lm grooves on

the undulator surface spaced by 200 lm obtained

by micromachining at Protvino, what produces

periodical deformations that propagate in the bulk

of the crystal. The size of the grooves and the pres-

sure of the scriber are found empirically, aiming at
ara and IHEP-Protvino in Spring, 2002. (b) SEM image of a



Fig. 12. SEM images of a Si CU showing 50 lm grooves spaced by 200 lm on the undulator surface obtained at IHEP-Protvino; the

side view on the left shows how micromachining produces periodical deformations that propagate in the bulk of the crystal.

Fig. 13. Peculiarities of a crystalline undulator.
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producing maximal deformations while the crystal
is not breaking yet.

Particle trajectories in a deformed crystal are

more complicated than in a usual undulator (see

Fig. 13). Undulator radiation is accompanied by

a harder component (channeling radiation) due

to channeling with a smaller period of oscillations

Lchr � 3 lm (for typical energies of a few giga elec-
N

Anode Spot

Collimator Slit Anode Slit

Si Plate under
Investigation

X-Ray Beam

X

Y

NaJ Detector

(width 40 m, height 2 mm)

Fig. 14. Testing CU with X-rays at PNPI-St. Petersburg: one
tron volts, where undulators are used). On the

other hand the channeling component of particle

motion in a CU has the amplitude of oscillations

also small Achr � 1 Å.

The prepared sample was carefully investigated

at PNPI-St. Petersburg with the help of the single-

crystal diffractometer, part of the two-crystal

X-ray spectrometer described in [46]. The experi-
mental layout is as in Fig. 14. The X-ray (Mo Ka1,
17.4 keV) beam was collimated to 2 mm height

and 40 lm width before incidence on the sample

surface. The sample could be translated with accu-

racy of 1 lm and 100 by use of a standard theodo-

lite. A NaI counter with wide-acceptance window

detected the diffracted radiation. The count rate

of diffracted quanta is maximal under the Bragg
condition, achieved by rotation of the sample.

Below we review the results obtained in [36].

Two parameters were measured for each X-ray

beam position: intensity of the diffracted beam and

the angular position of the sample corresponding

to a half intensity of the diffracted beam. The

intensity is proportional to the integral reflectivity
aJ Detector

Anode Spot

Collimator Slit
Anode Slit

First crystal

X-Ray Beam
(width 40m, height 2 mm)

Second crystal

crystal (left) and two crystal (right) diffraction scheme.
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of the crystal at the point of X-ray beam diffrac-

tion, and is very sensitive to crystal deformations.

In the present studies, the sensitivity of this param-

eter to the bending of crystal planes in the diffrac-

tion area was a fraction of 100. The angular position
of the sample is related through the Bragg law to

the orientation of crystal planes and to the mag-

nitude of interplanar distance; the accuracy of

angle readings was a fraction of 100. The change

in the second parameter along x-axis is completely

due to the change in the orientation of crystal

planes. The sensitivity of this parameter to the

plane orientation was 200.
Fig. 15 shows the measured intensities and an-

gles as functions of the beam incidence position

at the surface with grooves. On the same absolute

scale, the position of grooves is shown as well. The
Fig. 15. Diffraction from the side with grooves: intensi

Fig. 16. Diffraction from the side without grooves: inten
periodic angular deformation of the crystal planes

reach an order of 40–50 lrad. The plane defor-

mation amplitude is in the order of 40 Å as

obtained by the analysis of the angle-versus-

position function.
Fig. 16 shows the corresponding values for the

opposite (unscratched) face of the crystal, on the

same absolute scale as in Fig. 15. One can see that

the peak positions on the opposite sides match

each other and match the groove positions as well;

the systematic error for the absolute position in the

figures is 50 lm. On the unscratched side, the local

periodic deformations are smaller, just under 10 Å.
If interpolated between the two faces, deformation

amplitudes of order of 20 Å are expected in the

bulk of the crystal. The angle of diffraction peak

for X-ray diffraction in transmission mode is dis-
ty (left) and angle (right) of the diffraction peak.

sity (left) and angle (right) of the diffraction peak.
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played in Fig. 17 for part of the sample, as well as

for the whole sample. Moreover, the local defor-

mation of the sample near the groove can be

reconstructed from X-ray measurements, as shown

on the left of Fig. 18. Fig. 18 (right) shows the cor-
responding deformation of the whole sample.

As proven by our experimental study, it is feasi-

ble to manufacture a crystalline undulator for

channeling of radiating particles with a sub-milli-

meter period and with the amplitude of channel

oscillations in the order of 20–40 Å, which is

highly interesting for a novel radiation source

[41,42]. Further on we have optimized the CU
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Fig. 17. X-ray diffraction in transmission mode: angle of diffract
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Fig. 18. Deformation of sample near groove reconstructed from X-ra
manufacturing process and were able to produce

a series of undulators with the following parame-

ters: the length along the beam 1–5 mm, thickness

across the beam 0.3–0.5 mm, 10 periods of oscilla-

tion with period of 0.1–0.5 mm [28]. The oscilla-
tion amplitude was on the order of 50 Å. These

undulators were tested with X-rays as described

above. For a typical X-ray test of one of the und-

ulators, see Fig. 19.

Based on this success, we plan two experi-

ments on photon emission from a crystalline

undulator: one at Laboratori Nazionali di

Frascati with 0.5–0.8 GeV positrons, another one
 30
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Fig. 19. X-ray test of one of the undulators.
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at IHEP Protvino with 2–10 GeV positrons. For
the experiments we plan to produce a grating spac-

ing down to L � 0.1 mm to obtain CU with

�10 periods (with equivalent field of �300 T).

We have done preliminary simulations taking

into account the following factors: (1) channeling

radiation and dechanneling process; (2) finite

length of the crystalline undulator; (3) radiation
Fig. 20. Expected photon spectrum for 800 MeV positro
of the above-barrier positrons; (4) absorption of
gamma-quanta in the undulator bulk. We found

that a clear peak of the photon number should

be observed in the range 30–60 keV at LNF. In

Fig. 20 we display the expected photon spectrum

at the Frascati Beam Test Facility (BTF) for

800 MeV positrons in the ranges 0–2.5 MeV (a)

and 0–0.1 MeV (b). The dashed curve is the pho-
ns in the ranges 0–2.5 MeV (a) and 0–0.1 MeV (b).
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ton spectrum, where the absorption process of

photons in the body of undulator is taken into

account. The curves are normalized on one posi-

tron passing through the undulator within the

channeling angle.
In the case of IHEP we expect undulator pho-

tons in the range 100–600 keV. The spectra of und-

ulator and channeling radiation in our crystals are

well separated because of very different (two or-

ders of magnitude) respective oscillation periods.

Ref. [28] gives a very preliminary analysis of the

relative importance of the above-enlisted factors

(1–4) on the performance of the proposed experi-
ments at LNF and IHEP.

The technological capabilities of the method

allow us to create a CU with the full length of

about 1 mm, thickness of 0.1 mm and the wave-

length of k = 0.08 mm, making N = 10 periods of

undulator. Taking into account the positron

energy of 0.5–0.8 GeV at LNF, we can obtain

the following rough estimates for the characteris-
tics of radiation in crystalline undulator.
Fig. 21. The layout of the LNF experiment on
• The undulator parameter is K = 2pcA/k = 0.3

(here A = 100 Å is the amplitude of undulator

oscillations) in our case.

• The photon energy on the first harmonics is

given by �hx1 ¼ 0.95E2 ½GeV� L�1 ½cm�ð1þ
K2=2Þ�1 ¼ 50 keV for 0.8 GeV positrons.

• The number of photons emitted is on the order

of 0.15 per channeled positron according to our

calculations [28].

• The characteristic photon emission angle is

1/c = 0.6 mrad.

• The energy spread for the radiation is about

Dx/x = 2/N = 0.2.

In the experiment one can compare three differ-

ent samples: (a) a straight crystal, (b) a crystal bent

with a constant curvature and (c) a crystal undula-

tor, all samples being of the same size.

The proposed experiment could be made at

Frascati BTF in the external beam of positrons

of maximal possible energy. The parameters of
the experiment have to be optimized and more
photon emission in crystalline undulators.
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specified in further analysis. The positron energy

available at LNF is the minimum where an exper-

iment on observation of crystalline undulator radi-

ation is feasible. The equipment necessary to carry

out the proposed experiment is outlined and
explained in Fig. 21. The experiment can be run

with beam intensity of 103 positrons per second,

with repetition rate of 25 Hz, as presently feasible

at Beam Test Facility of LNF.

After the sine-like deformation of crystal was

proven in X-ray tests, four undulators were tested

for channeling in a beam of 70 GeV protons at

IHEP. It was observed in the experiment that the
crystal cross-section is efficiently channeling high-

energy particles, similarly to usual crystal deflec-

tors (see the contribution by A.G. Afonin et al.,

based on the talk by Yuri Chesnokov, to the pres-

ent NIM B issue). The experimentally established

transparency for channeling of high-energy parti-

cles allows one to start a direct experiment on pho-

ton production from a positron beam in the CU.
As a completion of the future plan of activity, be-

sides performing the first time experimental test of

X-rays production by exposure of samples to pos-

itron beams (planned at LNF and IHEP with dif-

ferent energy ranges), we intend to prepare and

study a prototype with grooves on both sides of

the crystal plate.
5. The future of science and technology at the

nanoscale in Frascati

Nanostructured materials gained great impor-

tance in the past decade, owing to their wide

range of potential applications in many areas,

e.g. mechanical, structural, sensor devices, bio-
medical, electronics. A large interest is involved

with carbon nanotubes, which can be used as a

main constituent of composite materials charac-

terized by exceptional mechanical and electrical

properties, very suitable for aerospace applica-

tions, due to their light weight, mechanical

strength and flexibility. The synthesis and charac-

terization of patterned films of aligned C nano-
tubes, comparing results obtained by different

deposition methods, the optimization of the field

emission properties of arc-discharge and CVD
produced nanotube thin-film samples, will be con-

tinued, in order to achieve an efficient emission

with high density of the emitted current, for appli-

cations to new kinds of sensor devices, e.g. pres-

sure sensors, as well as for application to the
manufacture of KV X-ray sources and gas dis-

charge tubes based on C nanotubes.

Aluminium nitride is a wide bandgap semicon-

ductor with very good optical and piezoelectric

properties. It has very high thermal conductivity

and is one of the best ceramic materials. Nano-

tubes of aluminium nitride have been synthesized

by some of us [47], through a DC arc plasma pro-
cess and characterized by various techniques.

Nanotubes have many interesting applications,

including those based on particle channeling

through micro and nanostructures. AlN nano-

tubes are potential candidates for applications as

gas sensors. We wish to study the process of gas

adsorption, which is well characterized in the liter-

ature regarding carbon nanotubes, on AlN nano-
tube samples. We also wish to explore the

catalytic properties of AlN nanotubes through

the experimental measurement of neutron diffrac-

tion. Also it would be interesting to investigate

the sensing properties of these tubes, in order to

test their capabilities, e.g. as humidity and chlorine

gas sensors, study the corresponding basic mecha-

nism and quantify them with regard to their sens-
ing properties.

The development of new low temperature and

atmospheric pressure methods for the deposition

of supported films of carbon nanotubes will be-

come a main focus of activity. The same holds

for the study of the reactivity of the carbon

nanotubes thin films to various gas and chemi-

cal environments, as well as for the developing
of methods for the functionalization of the car-

bon nanotubes with organic molecules and

study of their reactivity to gas and chemicals,

the developing of calculus models for a predic-

tion on the functionalization and reactivity of

nanotubes, the development of specific supports

for the realization of organic/inorganic thin

films.
An activity to synthesise metal oxide nanoparti-

cles have recently been started by us, using an arc-

discharge deposition chamber. Initially, we plan to



Fig. 22. SEM image of a single nanotube (AlN) resting on two

gold electrodes lithographically patterned on a quartz plate.
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make nanoparticles of magnetic metal oxides,

especially that of Fe, Ni and Co oxides. These

may, in future, be used to dope the nanotubes

(insert the nanoparticles inside the single walled

or multiwalled open ended nanotubes). Such
doped nanotubes can be used for biological appli-

cations. It has been reported that magnetic nano-

particles have a higher degree of magnetization

and magnetic properties as compared to its bulk

counterparts. The application of the produced

paramagnetic nanoparticles to tumour therapy

by hyperthermia is envisaged. The nanoparticles

are to be coated by cell nutrients, e.g. sugar. The
application of a rapidly alternating magnetic field

has been proven to cause the death of the replicant

cells at an effective temperature of about 45 �C.
Magnetic nanoparticles will be synthesised

using thermal plasma and its properties studied

vis-a-vis the bulk magnetic particles. These will

then be mixed with a polymer matrix. The ratio

of the polymer matrix to the magnetic particle
dispersant and its effect on both mechanical as

well as the residual magnetization will be studied

for various matrix–dispersant ratios. The charac-

terization techniques will include electron

microscopies for confirmation and estimation of

the nanoparticles prepared, X-ray diffraction for

phase identification of the magnetic particles;

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer, SQUID for
magnetization values estimation.

In the field of mechanical properties, we will

focus in particular on the study of stress sensors

and analyzers based on nanostructured piezeoelec-

tric materials, such as aluminium nitride nano-

tubes, that can be used for early warning of

fracture development. We will also investigate

the effect of reduction of fractures induced by
nanotube deposition in ceramic composites. We

will also measure of the electrical and mechanical

properties (resilience and Young�s modulus, con-

ductivity) of a polymer matrix, reinforced with

carbon nanotubes synthesized by arc discharge

and other techniques, for aerospace applications.

In particular, stress and numerical analysis of

aerospace structures using carbon nanotubes rein-
forced composite materials will be carried out, to-

gether with the evaluation of the reduction weight

of a typical aerospace structure.
We will work on the electrical conductivity of

single, isolated nanotubes. Towards this end, we

have already performed experiments to deposit

individual nanotubes (of aluminium nitride) on a

quartz plate with lithographically patterned gold

electrodes. Fig. 22 shows a SEM image (coll.

CNR-IFN) of a similar experiment carried out

earlier (yet to be concluded). Similar experiments
for CNTs are already in the pipeline. We will be

making the lithographic patterned electrodes and

studying the variation of current with voltage.

The setups necessary to measure the electrical

properties precisely are already present in our

laboratory.

The carbon nanotubes synthesized by us could

be used for the study of protein–carbon nanotube
interactions for bioprobe devising. Both single

walled as well as multiwalled carbon nanotubes

can be studied for their suitability to these bio-

chemical applications. The lengths of our nano-

tubes (up to a several microns) are in the

required range (1–10 lm) for biological applica-

tions. The same applies to their straightness and

stiffness. The thermal chemical vapour deposition
system, which will be shortly installed, is ideal

for depositing CNTs on patterned substrate which

is required for studying protein–CNT interactions.

The present experience (carbon based electron

emitters), as well as our planned experiments on

the measurement of electrical properties of single

nanotubes is the ‘‘most simple’’ and basic study

required for understanding the interactions of
nanotube with metal proteins, Apart from the
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immobilization (or controlled movement) of metal

proteins on the nanotube surface, our planned

study of nanotube fixation/movement on different

substrates will be very useful. This, as described

earlier, will be done with the help of AFM tech-
nique. The results of these experiments can be used

to select an ideal substrate for CNT deposition for

various purposes. The in house SEM which has

been recently/renovated will be of vital help in

studying the CNTs.

Irradiation of carbon NTs with energetic par-

ticles can be used for nanoengineering, e.g. for

creating molecular junctions between the NTs,
making NT-based quantum dots and composite

materials with enhanced mechanical properties.

Krasheninnikov and Nordlund [48] review ion-

irradiation-induced phenomena in carbon NTs

and the most promising ways of using beams

of energetic particles for NT-related nanoengi-

neering. Irradiation-induced phenomena like coa-

lescence [49] and welding [50] of CNTs, tunneling
barrier formation in CNTs by energetic Ar ions

[51], creation of links between NTs [52] have

been experimentally observed. Experiments also

show that CNTs can be used to mask the areas

below the tubes against ion bombardment

[53], hence providing an alternative to the con-

ventional electron-beam lithography in nano-

fabrication.
Finally, Frascati is among the proponents of a

new and promising channeling activity at CERN

(see the April 2004 issue of the CERN Courier,

p. 33, for the general announcement and the SPSC

letter by Uggeroj et al.). The studies of high-energy

particle interaction with ordered matter have cov-

ered various crystal lattices (and periodic struc-

tures on micron scale, multifoils) revealing rich
physics of radiation and pair production. The

new structures coming, nano-ordered materials,

could and should be a new target of research in

the particle–solid field. The opportunity to design

and engineer periodic lattices of various geometry

and atomic content to fit exactly the needs and

dreams of the researcher instead of choosing with-

in natural materials, an opportunity that did not
exist until recently, opens new horizons for this

rich field of high-energy particle interaction with

periodic structures.
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